LANDIS ELEMENTARY SPARK PARK
DEDICATION CEREMONY
4th Grade
"What the SPARK Park Means to Me"

Why is the new SPARK PARK important? by Maryam Khan

Why you say? Well, think of it this way. What if we didn’t have the SPARK PARK? What if we didn’t have any playground equipment? What would YOU do? Play tag? Hide and seek? BUT what are you going to hide behind of?

Also, it’s a public park. It’s a part of our community. You can come any time. In the weekend it’s an open park where ANYBODY could come to play.

The SPARK PARK has a lot of places you could play in.

There’s like 3 slides, There are cylinder shaped drums. A place with a clock and a sign with American Sign Language, there is a climbing area and a small rock climber. It’s small because its child safe.

It has a humongous soccer field which half of all Landis 3rd-4th likes to play in. Then next to the soccer field is a large wide tree with a path around it.

They also added like 20 new trees. I can’t wait to watch them grow.

What if? by Jade Barreno

What if SPARK Park hadn’t built our new park? Well, if SPARK Park hadn’t built the new park, we would be bored with the same old park. What I am really trying to say is that SPARK Park has made Landis Elementary’s Park special. We want to say thank you to everyone that helped with their donations. Landis Elementary has an amazing park. Every park that SPARK Park has made is special and fun. Thank you for making a difference in our community.